
The Generalized G-Transform

By H. L. Gray and T. A. Atchisonf

1. Introduction. In a recent paper [1], H. L. Gray and T. A. Atchison have con-

sidered a class of nonlinear transformations which can be used in the evaluation

of improper integrals. In addition, Gray [2] has introduced some limiting forms

associated with these transformations and Gray and Schucany [3] and [4] have

studied their application as well as introduced some additional transformations.

All of the transformations discussed in the papers mentioned above are essen-

tially of the same nature. In fact, each one is actually obtainable from the same

ideas that produced the initial transformation, i.e., the G-transform. The purpose

of this paper is to establish the ideas involved in defining the G-transform and to

show how they can be used in such a manner as to establish a general class of

transformations. Moreover, it is shown that the G-transform can be derived from

this class. In addition, a new transformation termed the "P-transform" is estab-

lished which is found to be useful on those integrals for which the G-transform is

not well suited.

2. The Generalized G-Transform. The motivation for the transform which we

wish to consider and which we will refer to as the generalized G-transform is as

follows :

Consider any two improper integrals of the first kind defined by lim¡^x F(t)

and lim^oo H(t), where

(2.1) Fit) = f fix)dx   and   Hit) = f   h(x)dx,
J a Ja

and

(2.2) limF(<) = limP(i) = S.
t—*0O Í—»00

Then we can define a third integral which also converges to S ; namely,

(2.3) Viit) = f vix)dx,

where

(2.4) vix) = (f(x) - Rh(x))/(1 -R),       R^l.

Since we are desirous of creating an integral which converges more rapidly to

the same limit, then we might consider R as a parameter to be chosen to achieve

this means. Further, suppose we adopt the intuitive notion that Vi(t) should con-

verge more rapidly to S than F(t) or H(t) if,
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._ _. ,.      v(x)       ,.     v(x)

Then we see that (2.5) can be satisfied if,

fix)
(2.6) R = lim

X—»00 h(x)

provided this limit is not one or zero.

Thus we have

(2.7) Vi(t) = (F(t) - RH(t))/(l - R) .

Finally, we note that if we are to have a method which is equally applicable

to strictly numerical data, then (2.7) may not suffice, since (2.6) may not be known.

To escape this problem we approximate R in (2.7) by f(x)/h(x). This leads us

to the following transformation :

(2.8) Vit) - (F(t) - R(t)H(t))/(l - Rit)) ,

where P(í) = fit)/hit) ^ 1.
Since (2.8) is not yet in the form we wish to consider, we will refrain for the

present from giving a formal definition. The problem of using (2.8) is that it re-

quires two integrals which converge to the same limit. To remove this difficulty,

we proceed as follows. Let git) £ C(U on (— <», a>) such that lim.-,,, git) = w and

g~lia) exists, where g~l denotes the inverse of g. Then

/g(D ftfix)dx = Urn J   fix)dx .
i—»oo      a t—»co       a

Moreover, if in the integral on the left we let x = giz), then we have

(2.10) lim /_1    figiz))g'iz)dz = lim /  fix)dx = S .
I—*oo      0      Co) t—»ao     a

We note now that (2.10) gives two improper integrals of the first kind which con-

verge to the same limit and differ only by the lower limits, which are finite. There-

fore,

(2.11) Y-^r \ía    Q) /<*><** + /(-i(o) [/(*) - Rfigix))g'ix)]dxj -» s

as t —r co. Thus, from the reasoning above, the second integral in (2.11) will con-

verge more rapidly if R is selected appropriately. In order to approximate R in

the most natural way, it is necessary to alter (2.11), in the same manner as we

altered (2.3). This, in light of (2.9), leads to the following formal definition.

Definition 1. Let j G C(1) and/ G G<0) on [a, »). Moreover, assume git) ^ a

when t Sí a and that lim,^„ git) = «. Then we define the generalized G-transform

by

(2i2ï riF-.wi     FU) - RJtWigjt))
(2.12) G[F,g,t]- 1_R{t)

where
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(2.13) Rit) = fit)/figit))g'it)

and

/(2.14) Fit) =  /   f(x)dx-^S ^ ± «    as   <-» °o .
a

We assume in (2.13) that either f(g(t))g'(t) * 0, or, if f(g(t))g'(t) = 0 at t = i0,

then

(2.15) lim -^}-
<-<>fÍ9Ít))g'it)

exists and we define P(¿o) to be that limit.

The following two definitions will be necessary for clarity in the remaining

portion of this paper.

Definition 2. If A(t) and B(t) are two functions defined on the real numbers

such that limi_M A(t) = A ¿¿ =b °° and lim^«*, B(t) = B ^ ± », then we say 4(Z)

converges uniformly better than P(¿) on (a, 6) if and only if

(2.16) \A - A(t)\ < \B - B(t)\

for every / £ (a, b).
Definition 3. If yl (i) and B(t) are as in Definition 2, then we say ^l(i) converges

more rapidly than B(t) if and only if

Theorem 1. For every function g such that lim^^ R(t) = Rg ¿¿ 1 or 0, G[F; g; t]

—> S as t —> =c. Moreover, G[F; g; t] converges more rapidly than F(t) or F(g(t)).

Proof. By definition,

r91Rï S-G[F;g;t] 1       / [g - F(g(Q)1
(2"18) - S - F(0     - 1 - Ä(i) I1 _ ml S - F(t)  i

and

ro,cD S-G[F;g;¿]_        1        J   S - F(t)
V-íy) s _ Figit))    - i _ RU) \s - F (git))      "W

But by L'Hospital's theorem,

Thus,

lim    *-?«>-ft

(220) lim^-g[y;g;¿]_lim<s-G[F;g;¿] =
(2-2ü) [™     S - Fit)     - Tt S - Ffo(0)       U '

and G[F; o; ¿] converges more rapidly than Fit) or Figit)). Moreover, since Fit) —> S

as t —» oo, we see from (2.20) that G[F; g; t] converges to S also.

Theorem 2. For every function g such that lim..,«, Rit) = Ä, ^ 1, G[F; g; t] —» S
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as t —» «. Moreover, G[F; g; t] converges more rapidly than F(g(t)).

Proof. The result follows from (2.19) in the same manner as Theorem 1.

The effectiveness of a transformation may be determined, in the limit, using

the concept of more rapid convergence ; however, for numerical purposes, the con-

cept of uniformly better convergence is more useful. The following corollary to

Theorem 1 is then of interest.

Corollary 1. If limt^ R(t) = Rg 9e 1 or 0, then there exists a T > a such that

G[F; g; t] converges uniformly better than F(t) or F(g(t)) on (T, =o).

Theorem 3. Let R(t) ^ 1 on (a, ß). G[F; g; t] converges uniformly better than

F(t) on (a, ß) if, and only if

- < r^ö EMUm < '
on (a, ß), where E(t) = S - F(t).

Proof. Since

-><i%)Fit%m<<>-

then

W9. _,   . S[l - R(t)] - [Fjt) - R(t)F(gjt))]

{¿-Zá> y ^ [1 - R(t)][S - Fit)] ^    •

Therefore,

(2.24) < 1
S - Fit)

for t G (a, 0), and the sufficiency is established. A reversal of the steps proves the

necessity.

As was mentioned earlier, the generalized G-transform can be used to derive

some more specific transformations. In particular, suppose we consider the simple

G-transform of [1]. In connection with this transformation, we have the following

theorem.

Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that G[F; g; t] be exact for all

t 2: to > a when

(2.25) fit) = Ci exp [-dt],       C2 > 0 and t ^ t0,

is that git) = t — K\, where Ki ^ 0.

Further, when git) = t — K\, the generalized G-transform reduces to the "simple"

G-transform.

Proof. That git) = t — Ki leads to the G-transform is obvious. The fact that

it can be derived by imposing the condition that the "generalized-G" be exact on

a particular type of function can be shown as follows.

In general, when t > a,

(2.26) GIF; g;t] = S + -& fix)dx + ^/"»> f{x)dx .
1 — R(t)

Thus for G[F; g; t] to be exact at t 3: to > a it is necessary and sufficient that the
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second term on the right in (2.26) be identically zero when t ^ to. Now suppose

f(t) is given by (2.25). Without loss of generality we may assume d = 1 in (2.25).

Then a necessary and sufficient condition for exactness is that

(2.27) - ~r exp [-dt] 4- jr -    ^1" f'?,m exp [ -dg (t)] = 0 ,   t^U,
°2 <-2 exp [-C2o(i) ](/(<)

or

(2.28) g'(t) = 1 .

Therefore, it is necessary that

(2.29) g(t) =t-Ki,       Ki9¿0.

Substitution of (2.29) in (2.26) shows the condition is also sufficient and the the-

orem follows.

The previous theorem shows that the G-transform of [1] can be obtained from

(2.12) by requiring that (2.12) be exact on exponential functions. This suggests

that some new transforms might be obtained by requiring (2.12) to be exact on

different classes of functions. This is in fact the case, as the next theorem shows.

Theorem 5. A necessary and sufficient condition that G[F; g; t] be exact for all

t 2: t0 > a when

(2.30) f(t) = Citrc',       Ci>\,

is that

(2.31) g(t) = t/Ki,       Ki^\.

Proof. The result follows in exactly the same manner as Theorem 4. This sug-

gests the following definition.

Definition 4. Let/ G C<0) on [a, oo). Also, suppose/(i) has at most countably

many zeros. Then we define the ¿¿-transform by

(2.32) ^.^l-^^m-^iy),

where

(2.33) R(kt) = kf(kt)/f(t)

and k > 1.

Theorem 6. For every k such that lim(^w R(kt) = R(k) ^ 0, 1, B[F, t; k] con-

verges more rapidly to S than F(kt) or F(t).

Proof. The result is a special case of Theorem 1.

Before proceeding to the next theorem, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1. If f(t) = 0(tra) as t —» co,   a > 1, then

(2.34) lim [In t] [F(kt) - F(t)] = 0 ,       k > 1.
t—»oo

Proof. Since f(t) = 0(t~a) as t —» oo for a > 1, then there exists M > 0 and

N > 0 such that for all t St N, \f(t) \ ^ Mir". Choose p sufficiently large so that

afc" 5: N. Then
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rakP+l

f(x)dx g P J
akP

rakf+i Ai/tP+l

/ f(x)dxúpj \f(x)\d.X
ak?

(2.35)

rakP+(

^ pM /        x~adx
Jak*

= ~^- KakT1)1-" - (afcy-aj
1 — a

Mal~a [fc- - l]p(
1 -a

However, k > 1 implies ka~l > 1, and hence

(£)'

lim p( -—^ )   = lim —g-1
P-WO \fc" / p->00    (fc )(2.36) ^°°    x"     '        p—

= lim -;-: = 0 .
v~» ik'-yhik"-1

Consequently,

/otP+l

f(x)dx = 0 .
p—»x ofcp

Let t = aA:p. Then í —> ce as p —» », and

(2.38) P

Since,

i r   /** r"     i
= -.—t   In t J    f(x)dx — In a J    f(x)dx

/."(2.39) lim /    f(x)dx = 0 ,

then

(2.40) lim [In t] [F(ht) - Fit)] = 0 ,
í—»00

by (2.38).
Theorem 7. If B[F, t; k] converges for some k = ko and fit) = 0(t~") as t —» oc,

a > 1, tfierc lim^oo 5[F, ¿; fc0] = «S.

FW/. Assume that B[F, t;k0] - Fit) -» A 5¿ 0 as t -» oc. Thus

[ln¿][l — ñ(fcoí)J 1 — R(kot)

By Lemma 1, [In í][F(M) - F(í)] -* 0 as í -> oo, and therefore, [In í][l - R(k0t)]

—» 0 as í —■» co. Now let í = Ä-0P, p = 1, 2, • • •. Then, since k0 > 1, í —» oo if

and only if p —» ». Thus

(2.42) lim [In i][l - B(fcrf)] = lim [In fc0]p  1 - ^    = 0 ,
f—»oo p—»oo U ^p  -1
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where ap = kepf(kop). Further, since lim^,» Ä(fc0i) = 1, then (a^+i)/ap is eventual-

ly positive and, by (2.42),

(2.43) limp(l-2etl) = 0.
p—»oo ^ "p   /

Therefore, by Raabe's test, the series ¿Zp=i av diverges. However, f(t) = 0(t~cc)

as t —» oo implies that

(2.44) K| = fer*|/(t»»)| á ko»M(kop)-" = M/(koa'lY

and ¿Zp=i M/(ko"~1)p converges for a > 1, fc0 > 1. But then 23p=i «p converges,

which is contradictory, and the theorem follows.

An interesting class of functions for which B[F, t; k] will be useful is consid-

ered in the following theorem. For these functions, one would expect B[F, t; k] to

be of more value than G[F; t — k; t + k], which is the simple G-transform of [1].

This is true, since the R(t) associated with G[F; t — k; t + k] has the limit 1, but

that limit is neither 1 nor 0 in B[F, t; k].

Theorem 8. If

(2-45) fix) =  p*f£ = *jg ,2>_o biX v(x)

u and v relatively prime, ao, o0 ^ 0, n — N St 0, m — M Sí 0, n + 1 < m, and

a > xo, the maximum of the zeros of v, then

-r(2.46) B[F, i;fc]-»S=/    fix)dx   as   i^oo.
■'a

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1.

In general, the problem of determining g is very difficult. Fortunately, how-

ever, the transformation which yields the integral exactly for a certain class of

functions may work very well on the integral of functions which differ markedly

from the exact class. This is well demonstrated in [1]. A theorem which may be of

some use in determining g is the following.

Theorem 9. A necessary and sufficient condition that G[F; g; t] be exact when

t S: ¿o > a is that R(t) is constant when t ^ to.

Proof. From (2.26) it is necessary and sufficient that

(2.47) f° f(x)dx=       ,{f*       /"   mdx,       t^to,
Jt figit))g'it)JoU)

or

figit))g'it) _      fit)
(2.48)

/-(„ f(x)dx     ft f(x)dx

Thus, it is necessary that

(2.49) In /     f(x)dx = In C f °° f(x)dx
Ja(t) J t

where C is a constant. Thus we must have
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(2.50)

This implies that

(2.51)

/     f(x)dx = C (   f(x)dx .
Jo(t) J t

figit))g'it) = Cfit).

Hence, R(t) must be constant when t St t0. Substitution shows the condition to be

sufficient and the theorem follows.

3. A Limit Transformation. As in [1], if the limit of (2.33), R(k) can be computed,

then a "limit" transformation corresponding to B[F, t; k] may be defined.

Definition 5. For R(k) ¿¿ 1,  k > 1, let

(3.1) D[F, t; k] =
F(kt) - R(k)F(t)

1 - R\Jc)

The following theorems are then easily proved.

Theorem 9. D[F, t; k] converges to S as t —> =o.

Theorem 10. D[F, t; k] converges to S more rapidly than F(t) as t —» co.

Theorem 11. If R(k) ?¿ 0, 1, then D[F, t; k] converges to S more rapidly than

F(kt).

Table I

F(kt)
Abs.
Error D[F, t; k]

Abs.
Error

1(1
20
40
80

-0.3001108580
-0.3566812162
-0.3819408831
-0.3939105581

0.10535
0.04878
0.02352
0.01155

-0.4243361090
-0.4094517881
-0.4063907730
-0.4056925918

0.01887
0.00399
0.00093
0.00023

4/3
4/3
4/3
4/3
4/3

2
2
2
2
2

1
4
4
I
4

10
20
40
80

6
12
24
48
96

6
12
24
48
96

6
12
24
48
96

-0.3101611965
-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711

0.09530
0.04445
0.02150
0.01058

-0.4225255147
-0.4090969121
-0.4063115812
-0.4056738534

-0.2513206547
-0.3364785082
-0.3726815576
-0.3894710391
-0.3975662010

0.15414
0.06899
0.03278
0.01599
0.00790

-0.4583000217
-0.4154304430
-0.4076673771
-0.4059886380
-0.4055969904

-0.3101611965
-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711
-0.4002220246

0.09530
0.04445
0.02150
0.01058
0.00524

-0.4379948608
-0.4118780391
-0.4069107327
-0.4058133670
-0.4055547780

-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711
-0.4002220246
-0.4028569999

0.04445
0.02150
0.01058
0.00524
0.00261

-0.4205836463
-0.4085665015
-0.4061791556
-0.4056409744
-0.4055129095

0.01706
0.00363
0.00085
0.00021

0.05283
0.00997
0.00220
0.00052
0.00013

0.03253
0.00641
0.00145
0.00035
0.00009

0.01512
0.00310
0.00071
0.00018
0.00005
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Table II

k F(kt)
Abs.

Error B[F, t; k]
Abs.

Error

1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1

1.2
1.2
1.2
1.2

4/3
4/3
4/3
4/3
4/3

2
2
2
2
2

4
4
4
4
4

10
20
40
80

10
20
40
80

6
12
24
48
96

6
12
24
48
96

6
12
24
48
96

-0.3001108580
-0.3566812162
-0.3819408831
-0.3939105581

0.10535
0.04878
0.02352
0.01155

-0.3912093754
-0.4020060773
-0.404613357S
-0.4052576711

-0.3101611965
-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711

0.09530
0.04445
0.02150
0.01058

-0.3924347312
-0.4022976964
-0.4046851170
-0.4052755065

-0.2513206547
-0.3364785082
-0.3726815576
-0.3894710391
-0.3975662010

0.15414
0.06899
0.03278
0.01599
0.00790

-0.3713086935
-0.3974238614
-0.403495873S
-0.4049807169
-0.4053490378

-0.3101611965
-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711
-0.4002220246

0.09530
0.04445
0.02150
0.01058
0.00524

-0.3832090047
-0.40014148003
-0.404157265S
-0.4051445448
-0.4053898475

-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711
-0.4002220246
-0.4028569999

0.04445
0.02150
0.01058
0.00524
0.00261

-0.3945768170
-0.4028233347
-0.4048157377
-0.4053080977
-0.4054306283

0.01426
0.00346
0.00085
0.00021

0.01303
0.00317
0.00078
0.00019

0.03416
0.00804
0.00197
0.00048
0.00012

0.02226
0.00532
0.00131
0.00032
0.00008

0.01089
0.00264
0.00065
0.00016
0.00003

(4.1)

Then

(4.2)

Thus

4. Examples. Consider the function

-1
/(*) = = 0 (x   )   as   x

(x-l)(x-2)

/   7-ÎT7-oT dx = -In § a* -0.4054651081
U   (x — l)(a: — 2)

(4.3)

and

(4.4)

The limit transformation is

(4.5)    D[F, t; k] = -¡^ /

=  f -31 + 2]k Y - 3kt + 2

limñ(í) =-£-.

1

■4    (x-l)(x-2)

and the corresponding transformation is

dx
k-lh (x- l)(.r-2)

dx ,
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B[F,t;k] =
k2t2 3fci4-

(4.6)
(fc2 - k)t2 4- 2 - 2fc Ji   i

2       /*'_

-2k h   (.x
dx

k[t2 - 3t 4- 2]
r.2 ,.\.î - 2fc A  Cr

-1

l)(.r-2)

-1

-l)(*-2)
cfo; .

(/c   - fc)f 4- 2

Simpson's rule was used to approximate the integrals with h = 0.25. Table I above

compares D[F, t; k] with F(kt) and Table II compares B[F, t; k] with F(kt).

Table III

k I F(t 4- fc)
Abs.
Error G[F,t;k]

Abs.
Error

0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

11.5
23.5
47.5
95.5

-0.3101611965
-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711

0.09530
0.04445
0.02150
0.01058

-0.3566133594
-0.3829919019
-0.3946597272
-0.4001662411

0.04885
0.02247
0.01081
0.00530

2
2
2
2

4
4
4
4

.)
11
23
47
95

10
22
46
94

S
20
44
92

Hi
40
88

-0.1823275323
-0.3101611965
-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711

0.22314
0.09530
0.04445
0.02150
0.01058

-0.2791364853
-0.3553877200
-0.3827362752
-0.3946009590
-0.4001521312

-0.3101611965
-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711

0.09530
0.04445
0.02150
0.01058

-0.3527413592
-0.3822071608
-0.3944814843
-0.4001236849

-0.3101611965
-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711

0.09530
0.04445
0.02150
0.01058

-0.3465038842
-0.3810713674
-0.3942344778
-0.4000658697

-0.3610196178
-0.3839651752
-0.3948892711

0.04445
0.02150
0.01058

-0.3784305402
-0.3937055792
-0.3999464059

0.12633
0.05008
0.02273
0.01086
0.00531

0.05272
0.02326
0.01098
0.00534

0.05896
0.02439
0.01123
0.00540

0.02703
0.01176
0.00552

Referring to [1] and the transformation G[F, t; fc] we have for Riit; fc) described

in that paper

(4.7) Riit;k) =

and hence

(4.8)

Thus,

G[F, t; fc]i=

fit + fc) t  - 3t 4- 2

(4.9)

fit) V 4- (2fc - 3)t 4- (fc2 - 3fc 4- 2)

lim Riit;k) = 1 .
t~»x

t2 4- (2fc - 3)t 4- (fc2 - 3fc 4-2) f'+k -1

2kt 4- fc   - 3k

t2 - 3t 4-

2kt 4- fc2

'4      ix- l)U-2)
dx

+ 2    [' -1
- 3k-!*  ix - l)ix - 2)

dx .
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A comparison of G[F, t; fc] with F(t + fc) is given in Table III. Note that even

though G[F, t; fc] gives a better approximation of F(w) than F(t + fc), both

D[F, t; fc] and B[F, t; k] give significantly better approximations with much less

data. That is, for example, both B[F, 20; 1.1] and D[F, 20; 1.1] are better than

G[F, 95.5; 0.5], the latter being the best approximation obtainable for F(oo)

through G with t + k = 96 and a step size of .25 in the integration. The reader

should therefore note that the B and D transforms have given better approxima-

tions to F(oo), using only information from the interval (4, 22), than the G-trans-

form gives using the interval (4, 96). Moreover, all of these transforms give better

results than Simpson's rule alone.
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